F. Gallia Accepted by Medical Schools by Betty Gishel

Francis Gallia, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gallia, 4 S. Main St., Old Forge, Pa., was notified of his acceptance to Jefferson Medical College of the University of Pennsylvania to begin studies in September. Mr. Gallia is a junior majoring in biology. Francis is an active member of the Biology and Chemistry Clubs.

Committee to Discuss Requests of Major Student Organizations; Ruggiero Elected Vice President by Marion J. Klawons

The Wilkes College Student Council accepted budget requests from the campus activities at their regular meeting last Tuesday.

Chairman of the budget committee, read the requests to the Council. Tremayne announced that the total will be divided among all the campus activities this year is $1,280. After discussion, the Council voted to approve the requests with the amount received by that activity last year.

BANDSMEN SELECT 3 NEW TWIRLERS

Three new majorettes have been chosen by the Band. The Band had plenty of girls trying to win a place last Monday and each member submitted his vote.

Kay Atwell, Christine Brunacci, and Janet Hemenway were chosen.

A major in Art Education, Kay Atwell, also attends the large Pottson High School.

As a founding member of the senior class, she was a major in commercial business, attending the large Pocono High School.

The majorettes will accompany the band to their afternoon and evening performances, attending the Tuesday meeting.

Francis Gallia is working on a degree in biology at Wilkes, and has been on the Dean’s List every semester, and has attained an overall average of 3.75 in his freshman year, Francis received the Chemistry Award, his junior year the he received the McKean Award for having the highest average among the main students in the first and second years at Wilkes. He has been on the Dean’s List every semester, and has attained a perfect average of 3.0 for four semesters.

BUDGETS SUBMITTED TO COUNCIL

The freshmen's sponsor, the night's dance, is now only one of the few memories of the experiences of their first two weeks at Wilkes remains with the freshmen. Slowly they become a part of Wilkes College.

The students are planning to celebrate the official end of their hunting of tonight's dance which will be given in the new student center. Barry Yocum, general chairman, and others will provide music for modern dancing.

The dance will be held in the gym from 9 to 11. The local price is fifty cents.

As an added attraction, the winners of the dance will be announced at intermission. The cheery and clear voices of the dancing students will be announced by Barry as committee heads. They are: Nancy Davis and Nancy McGill, James and Sandy Schaffer, band; Fred, Carol and Audrey Anthony tickets; Vickie Kovack and Nick Gatto, refreshments; Pat Saunders, door prizes, Carinai, lazzi, publicity; and Ellie Lazarus, Kenny Hesketh, and Ronnie Christiansen, programs.

The dance will be held at the Student Center.
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WILKES COLLEGE BEACON

PUBLICITY DIRECTORS

The Beacon is willing to cooperate with all campus organizations by giving them as much publicity as possible. However, we must have organizations formed of their respective activities. We suggest that every class and club elect a public publicity director to represent them on our staff or else send a list of their coming activities to the Beacon office.

The Chemistry and Biology Clubs and the senior class each have representatives. But publicity has been a great deal better than most organizations. Yours can be the same. We’re willing to cooperate. Are you — Jim

Parking Manners

The college received a phone call from a Terrace Street resident earlier this week. A Wilkes student had parked in front of his driveway, and consequently the man could not move his automobile. Our student went over his neighbor’s lawn and in high cur- tain. This person did some Wilkes student a big favor, he could have had the car towed away but he was nice enough and probably did something like this happens the student may not be so fortunate.

Anyone old enough to be in school should, by this time, have learned enough common sense to call courtesy. Unfortunately, only selfishness seems to guide some of the drivers on campus.
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CUE ‘N CURTAIN PRODUCTION SPONSORED BY KIWANIS CLUB

by Peggy Krawie

For the first time in the history of Wilkes College the Kwikians of Wilkes-Barre are sponsoring a production of Cue ‘n Curtain. Paint Your Wagon is no longer a campus production; it is a commercially played. Written by the late Mort Seligman, the musical is based on the musical by John Cukken and the book by John MacKenna. A new musical is considered an efficient method of theatre to present and is quite successful.

The musical takes place in California in 1855, and is about a young man, Jim, who is a cowboy, and his love for Sherry, a young woman who is a singer. The two meet and fall in love, and eventually marry.

In the world of theatre, a musical is considered a great success if it becomes a hit on Broadway.

The musical has been performed in many different locations around the world, and has been adapted into many different languages. It is considered a successful musical and has been performed in both Broadway and Off-Broadway productions.

FACULTY RECREATION NIGHT HELD WEEKLY

by John Cook

A good many years ago, a wise man by the name of John Cook said something that has stuck with him ever since:

"I have never seen one of my students fail because he didn't have a job." We all agree with him, don't we?

The idea of having a faculty recreation night is to bring the faculty together after hours to enjoy the company of fellow faculty members.

Under the guidance of Mr. John Cook, the aim of the weekly gatherings is to provide an opportunity for faculty members to relax and enjoy each other's company in a casual setting.

The faculty recreation night is held weekly at 7:30 p.m. in the faculty lounge on the third floor of the Main Building. The gathering is open to all faculty members and is free of charge.

In the near future, we will be holding a faculty recreation night on the theme of "The Great American Road Trip." We will be exploring different destinations and discussing our favorite road trip memories. Come join us for an evening of fun and relaxation.

CHEM CLUB MEETING

by Sai Valenti

The Chemistry Club held a meeting on Friday, May 19th, at 7:30 p.m. in the science building. The meeting was attended by about fifty members of the club.

The meeting began with a presentation by President Matty, who gave an update on the club's activities for the year. He mentioned that the club had recently been invited to participate in a chemistry symposium, and that several members had been selected to present their research projects.

The meeting also included a discussion of the club's upcoming events, such as a chemistry fair and a chemistry scavenger hunt.

At the end of the meeting, President Matty expressed appreciation for everyone's participation and support of the club.

The Chemistry Club will continue to meet every Friday evening at 7:30 p.m. in the science building, and all members are welcome to attend.

In addition, the club will continue its lecture series inaugurated earlier this year. The next lecture is scheduled for May 26th, and will feature a guest speaker from the local university. The lecture will be held in the science building at 7:30 p.m.

We encourage all chemistry students to join the Chemistry Club and participate in its activities. It is a great way to meet new people, learn more about chemistry, and have fun!
From left to right, Admiral Stark, Dr. Farley, and Admiral Moreell admire the portrait of Admiral H. H. Stark in the lobby of Stark Hall. Floral tributes sent for the dedication were from the BEACON staff; the Cosyngham family; Turner Construction Co.; the Lucy, Atherton, Davis firm; the Bordoni Construction Co.; and the Class of ’58.

The audience was invited to remain after the dedication and tour the new building. Open house was held throughout the afternoon, preceding and following the dedication ceremonies, enabling the public and many students to see all the modern facilities with which Stark Hall is equipped.

However, our interpretation of science is that it is decided in its outreach and its methods. Our concept is that of the universe related by God. The American philosophy emphasizes the individual and individual freedom.

Admiral Moreell continued by tracing the pattern of American political and social progress. He stated that “before the individual can attain the maximum development of which he is capable at any given time he must be free to direct his own creative energy.” The American society tries to minimize the forces which tend to inhibit social progress.

Admiral Moreell stressed the fact that too often the American businessmen have no convictions about their responsibility to society. Business and education must also share an intimate relationship to be most effective. In this reciprocal movement, we can see how each will benefit the other. Admiral Moreell's concluding statements dealt with the importance of the spiritual needs in a society. He stated that ‘so long as there is a spiritual sense of the spiritual needs of its people. “The custody of man's spiritual nature...” is largely in the hands of our educators and our clergy.”

Following Admiral Moreell’s address, Dr. Farley read two messages which had been sent by former classmates of Admiral Stark. The large audience was delighted to hear words of congratulations from Sir Winston Churchill and President Eisenhower.

Admiral Stark was called upon for remarks following an ovation from the audience. He praised many of the past accomplishments of Admiral Moreell, and stated how proud and impressed he felt at the dedication.

Music for the ceremonies was provided by a brass ensemble under the leadership of Mr. Martin, the music director.

Arnita Moussinis: “Let’s go for a ride.”

Von Barwick: “All right, I have nothing to do but homework.”

Where the Crowd Goes After the Dance

Ray Hottle's
Seafood - Steaks - Chops - Sandwiches
243 South Main Street

Open A CHARGE ACCOUNT With
POMEROY’S
For All Your School And Personal Needs


Sociology

Spin a platter... have some chatter... and sip that real great taste of Coke.
Sure, you can have a party without Coca-Cola—but who wants to?

Bottle under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by KEYSTONE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

Dwight Miller, president of the Biology Club, has announced that the club has received a $200 research grant from Ciba Chemicals. The money will be used to perform original research on topics of current interest. The club has set up five different projects.

The first project is concerned with the preparation and maintenance of cultures and measurement of their growth. Those working on this project are John Maylock, Martin Tansey, Jerry Killian, and Gary de Hopp.

The Carcinogenic properties of tobacco and food dyes are the concern of the second project. Al D’Amico, Matt Kaseman, Betty Lou Mazar, and Marion Christopher will work with tobacco. Those working with food dyes are Jim Thomas, Linda Panzarella, Lee Lumpkin, and Rita Matisella.

Ronald Goebelskii and Frank Gallis will work with Dr. Sheldon Cohen on the third project, which is concerned with the immunological properties of various organisms.

The effects of plant and animal hormones will be studied by Cle- dith Miller, Harold Jenkins, John Schade, Bob Henderson, Bill Frank, Rick Girdler, and Dan Goldstone.

The last project is concerned with vital dyes and temperature effects. John Duke, Louis Heitner, and Tony Fama are working on this project.

This research will be supervised by the members of the Biology Department which includes: Dr. Charles R. Raff, Dr. Francis Morano, Dr. Sheldon Cohen, and Mrs. Edith Namiski.

The students working on these projects hope to obtain material for research papers to be presented at the Eastern College Science Conference which this year is to be held at Wilkes.
Colonel Rescigno, who missed "Athlete of the Week" honors all last year, has gained that award this week for the second time in a row.

There is no doubt that the 5-07 tackle was the most outstanding Colonel on the field as well as one of the best backs that tore across the bright green gridiron Saturday night at the new Kingston Stadium.

Wilkes took it on the chin, 21-0, from Lebanon Valley College, but Rescigno’s play gave the partisan crowd plenty to cheer about.

Ronnie, who is now in his fourth year of intercollegiate ball, carried the pigskin an amazing total of 33 times for 109 yards, better than four yards per carry. He was also involved in eleven pass plays.

But more important was the "Ronnie" never-say-die attitude. When the final gun sounded the Colonels were deep in Valley territory, with their little signal caller leading the way.

Gains Over 100 Yards Against Heavier Line

Of Down-State Team

BY CLIFF KOBLAND
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Colonel Rescigno was tired and he had reason to be. He was getting hit as hard as the Lebanon line backers knew he was the man to stop. But he never gave up. He blocked like an All-American guard on three rushes, tackled with authority, was all over the field shouting encouraging words to his teammates. In the Hofstra tilt, and in the previous three years, he has been the force that has kept the fighting spirit alive in all of the Wilkes football squads.

Fans of the colony have wondered how the diminutive senior can keep going against overwhelming odds. The answer is simple. Rescigno loves the game of football and gives it all he has. And that, in the case of Rescigno, is plenty.

Colonel Rescigno

The Flying Dutchmen of Lebanon Valley gave the Wilkes Colonels a football lesson on Saturday night at Kingston Stadium. Led by quarterback Bill DeLiberty, the Dutchmen found the Colonels’ line no puzzle, scoring three times to register their first win of the season by a 21-0 count.

DeLiberty was just a little less than superb with his many calls, pinpointing and passing. He hit for a total of five completed passes out of ten attempts. His backfield men, Ed Statesky, Bob Longenecker, and Len Holstein played their parts beautifully in Coach McCracken’s well-oiled machine. DeLiberty converted all three extra point attempts.

The Colonels, on the other hand, found their defense just not up to stopping the slashing charges of the Lebanon squad, their own offense lacking in nearly every department, but certainly not through any fault of any particular individual. The Wilkes squad was playing its usual hard-fought brand of football; it was simply a case of one team out-playing another.

That the defense of the Colonels’ has improved since 1966 is evident in the manner in which the team has suffered its two defeats. Last year, the Lebanon squad took the measure of the Colonels, 39-0, and in the Hofstra tilt, the Blue and Gold retrieved last year’s 49-0 score to a respectable 14-6.

The thing that sent the Colonels fans home happy was the brilliant display put on by senior tackle Don Rescigno (see “Athlete of the Week” story). Rescigno has made such play a pleasant habit to observe.
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Winston America’s Best-Selling, Best-Tasting Filter Cigarette!
Colleges Hopeful of Repeating Sole Triumph of Previous Year, Face Improved Bombers' Squad

by Bob Sutherland

Tonight the Colonels of Wilkes journey to Ithaca, New York, to play the Ithaca Bombers. Ithaca is coached by Art Orlonke, who last season spotted a one win and five loss season. The Bombers opened their season with a win over Alfred College, which had been unbeaten in fifteen straight games. In their second game they lost to a powerful Penn State-Berks eleven, 26-0. Ithaca, boosting a 200-pound line and heavy backfield, is mostly a sophomore-junior aggregation which apparently is considerably stronger than the team which Wilkes beat last 120 last season.

The Bombers work out of a T-formation and have an exceptional passing attack. With fifteen returning lettermen and a thirty-six-man squad the Blue and Gold of Ithaca will be a tough nut for the Colonels to crack.

The Colonels, smarting under the sting of two straight defeats at the hands of teams which they equaled or bettered in all the statistics but score, are win-hungry. Their last victory was against the same Bomber squad.

Wilkes will be without the services of their starting center, Bob Yokovansky, who suffered a displaced shoulder during the first quarter of the Lebanon Valley game and will be lost to the Colonels for several weeks. The Wilkes single-wing attack will be led by co-captain Ron Rescigno who averaged 436 yards per carry in the Lebanon Valley game and was a standout throughout the game.

In the last two games the team has shown that the potential for a winning season is there. It has shown the ability to drive against and run over heavier lines; however, it lacked the final scoring drive. Wilkes is working hard with the team and hope to have the rough spots polished up for tonight's game.

The team has a fighting spirit even in defeat. Tonight may be just the night when their fighting spirit and the breaks of the game, so often lacking, will be at 9:00 P.M. and hope to have the rough spots polished up for tonight's game.

The team and hope to have the rough spots polished up for tonight's game.

The team has a fighting spirit even in defeat. Tonight may be just the night when their fighting spirit and the breaks of the game, so often lacking, will be.
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